
 

 

Activity: Mosquitoes 

Watch the video HERE for a fun, step by step approach to making a pipe cleaner mosquito 
and covering some mosquito facts! 
 

 

It is suggested that this document is also used by the 
parent / responsible adult to support both the 
Beavers and the parents / responsible adults in 
making their mosquitoes. 

 
You will need 

1x Pipe Cleaner cut into thirds (legs) 
1x Pipe Cleaner cut into two thirds (body) 
1x Pipe Cleaner cut into two thirds (wings) / one third (eyes) 
2x Googlie Eyes 
Scissors 

 

Instructions 

 Cut pipe cleaners as per equipment list. 
 Roll both ends of the eyes pipe cleaner towards each other and glue on googlie eyes 

to the rolled up pipe cleaner. 
 Fold both ends of wings pipe cleaner to the middle and twist. 
 Twist the three legs at their centre and bend the ends of the six legs. 
 Thread the body through the centre of the eyes and over the wings.  Wrap at the 

centre under the legs and up again to secure the eyes, wings and legs. 
 Fold back end in half and twist for the body. 
 Bend the front end to make the proboscis. 

 

https://youtu.be/tkF7x0nJtJo


Please send your photos of your mosquitos to:  International@surrey-scouts.org.uk 

For more information:  http://www.scoutsagainstmalaria.org.uk/ 
 

Links 

Watch the video HERE 

Risk Assessment 

Who is at risk? Beavers 
 

What are the risks? 1. Scissors hazard for cutting pipe cleaners to size – Either 
parent or responsible adult support Beavers in cutting the 
pipe cleaners to size with the scissors or cut them 
themselves. 

2. Beavers swallowing pipe cleaners or googlie eyes hazard - 
Beavers will be supervised by parent / responsible adult and 
taken through the activity step by step by the activity 
Leaders.  The activity document will be shared with parents 
/ responsible adults in advance and will directly supervise 
the Beavers. 

3. Poking the metal inner of pipe cleaner into themselves or 
parent / responsible adult hazard - As in risk 2, Beavers will 
be supervised and parents / responsible adult briefed. 

 
 

How can the risks 
be minimized? 

1. Beavers should confirm that they have a parent or 
responsible adult (older person!) present in the room for the 
duration of the activity (activity document issued in advance 
and checked during presentation introduction). 
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International Mosquitos! 
Scouts Against Malaria is an initiative within the Global 
Programme Zone to make young people aware of one tropical 
disease for which there is no vaccine. 

By learning about Malaria and what can be done to limit its 
impact, by involving young people to make a difference and 
save a life 

Its mission is to provide programme ideas and resources 
which will encourage young people to raise funds in order to 
provide the ability to supply African Scouts with bed nets 
which they can distribute to vulnerable families in Sub tropical 
Africa. 

For more information, please contact: 
http://www.scoutsagainstmalaria.org.uk/ 
international@surrey-scouts.org.uk 

 

  
What is malaria?  
Have you been ill?  What did it feel like?  Did you feel better? 
For most sufferers, malaria lasts throughout their life. It keeps 
recurring and bouts are very nasty and dangerous. 
Malaria feels like always having a cold or mild flu or always 
being totally tired. 
Eggs 
Adult females lay 100 eggs near water – buckets, tyres, ice 
cream containers. 
The closer to humans and animals the better – less distance 
to fly! 
Adults 
Males feed on nectar – good for plants! 
Females feed on humans and animals and spread malaria – 
bad for us! 
How can you stop them biting? 
Cover up 
Close windows 
Mosquito nets 
How does a net work? 
Hang it up 
Tie it up for more room 
Get in 
Get them out 
Net should touch the ground 
Net should be tucked in under mattress 
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